WHY I JOINED NCC ?
It was my First experience, where I seen a Cadet took a Batton from Prime Minister, That day it was my
dream became my Goal. Any I joined NCC. I believe that the best experiences in schools and colleges
are had outside the classroom, and that anyone who wishes to partake in studies alone is missing out on
a huge part of life. There are a lot of options for an undergrad student in this regard, ranging from being
in the forefront of college politics to finding glory in a sport that you enjoy. I chose NCC and I believe I
made the right one. There is no ‘wrong choice’ to be made while choosing a co-curricular activity other
than not making any. But for me NCC was the perfect choice, it made me realise my own potentials on
ADVANCE LEADERSHIP CAMP 2022 at KHARAGPUR.
According to me Motivation doesn’t take you anywhere, it only gets you started. Discipline sees you
through the end. NCC is driven by ‘unity and discipline’ as portrayed by its beautiful uniforms. Most
organisations are driven by motivation, this results in participants backing out and not achieving the
purpose for which it was established. Being fueled by discipline means there is little chance that
volunteers back off before reaping the benefits of NCC. After joining NCC I, like every other cadet,
learned to respecting time. We get trained to be punctual and to value the time of others by informing
reasons to not be on time beforehand. You will learn to refrain from making lame excuses, have healthy
sleep and food habits and in the process you will also get fit — both physically and mentally.
We get to learn self discipline and commitment to a cause at the cost of feeble physical attributes like a
fancy hairstyle, beard or a few tones of skin colour. I’ve seen the inability to boast a beard affect some
students’ decisions; In college, no one cares about anything — more so about the few follicles of hair
that found its way to your face. According to me, NCC is second line of defence, where students or
youths are get involved with Army surroundings. I was a part of ALC 2022 where we get to learn about
Leadership. Leadership is all about, Judging yourself before others, and finding solutions before seeking
to the problems. NCC teaches us about the lifestyle of Army, Where we are trained with different types
of Army activities.
NCC makes me a complete man, who is more serious about yourself, grooming myself first to my
extremists, looking forward to achieve my goals and objectives. NCC made disciplines including
roughness and excesses enlightenment of Army power and energy. NCC helps to imbibe upon you
intangible qualities like brotherhood, leadership, honesty ,integrity, communication skills, decision
making capabilities, time management and a lot more which you can hardly develop in any other
organisation.NCC not only provides you the opportunity to interact with serving officers of the defence
forces but also learn from their years and years of experiences. During your tenure at NCC you basically
live a life similar to the defence personal and hence understand them much better.
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